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G
ene delivery constitutes one of the
most critical steps in gene manipu-
lation and therapy.1,2 It is generally

recognized that an idealized delivery tech-
nology must meet certain criteria, including
(1) general applicability for delivering a di-
verse range of gene drugs with high loading
efficiency into a wide spectrum of cell types,
(2) appropriate stability in a medium or
circulation system, (3) high transfection effi-
ciency at low toxicity, and (4) capability of
continuous,multiple roundsof deliverywhile
sustaining a steady supply of exogenous
genes over the duration of desired biologi-
cal processes (e.g., cell reprogramming3).

The most effective vectors in use are mostly
viral vectors owing to their practical advan-
tages such as ease of construction, good
production titer, and high transgene expres-
sion.4 However, the potential risks of viral
vectors such as immunogenicity, inflamma-
tory responses, and potential insertion
mutagenesis limit their clinical use.5 By mi-
micking the size and function of viral vectors,
numerous nonviral gene delivery systems
based on biocompatible nanostructured
materials,6�8 such as inorganic nanoparti-
cles,9�12 carbon nanotubes,13 liposomes,14

cationic polymers,15�18 polypeptides,19 and
dendrimers,20 have been developed to
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ABSTRACT Substrate-mediated gene delivery is a promising method due to its

unique ability to preconcentrate exogenous genes onto designated substrates.

However, many challenges remain to enable continuous and multiround delivery

of the gene using the same substrates without depositing payloads and

immobilizing cells in each round of delivery. Herein we introduce a gene delivery

system, nanosubstrate-mediated delivery (NSMD) platform, based on two functional components with nanoscale features, including (1) DNA⊂SNPs,

supramolecular nanoparticle (SNP) vectors for gene encapsulation, and (2) Ad-SiNWS, adamantane (Ad)-grafted silicon nanowire substrates. The

multivalent molecular recognition between the Ad motifs on Ad-SiNWS and the β-cyclodextrin (CD) motifs on DNA⊂SNPs leads to dynamic assembly and

local enrichment of DNA⊂SNPs from the surrounding medium onto Ad-SiNWS. Subsequently, once cells settled on the substrate, DNA⊂SNPs enriched on

Ad-SiNWS were introduced through the cell membranes by intimate contact with individual nanowires on Ad-SiNWS, resulting in a highly efficient delivery

of exogenous genes. Most importantly, sequential delivery of multiple batches of exogenous genes on the same batch cells settled on Ad-SiNWS was

realized by sequential additions of the corresponding DNA⊂SNPs with equivalent efficiency. Moreover, using the NSMD platform in vivo, cells recruited on

subcutaneously transplanted Ad-SiNWS were also efficiently transfected with exogenous genes loaded into SNPs, validating the in vivo feasibility of this

system. We believe that this nanosubstrate-mediated delivery platform will provide a superior system for in vitro and in vivo gene delivery and can be

further used for the encapsulation and delivery of other biomolecules.
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provide an alternative approach to the problems en-
countered in viral gene delivery.
Among the array of delivery approaches, substrate-

mediated delivery is a promising method due to its
unique ability to preconcentrate one or more exogen-
ous genes onto the designated substrates and to
enable localized delivery of these genes into cells that
are immobilized on the substrates. Several techniques
(e.g., charge interactions,21�23 layer-by-layer deposi-
tion,24�28 and self-assembly29�34) have been em-
ployed to deposit the genes onto the substrates and
have already achieved improved transduction per-
formances compared to those of a solution-based
delivery approach. Recently, further improvement on
substrate-mediated delivery has been achieved by
incorporating nanofeatures (i.e., silicon nanowires,
SiNW),35,36 which are capable of penetrating cell
membranes, onto the substrates for direct delivery of

a variety of exogenous genes already predeposited on
the SiNW surfaces. However, due to the depletion of
the predeposited payloads throughout the substrate-
mediated delivery process, such amethod is limited for
single use only. Challenges remain to enable contin-
uous and multiround delivery of genes using the same
substrates without depositing payloads and immobi-
lizing cells in each round of delivery.
Herein, we introduce a newgenedelivery system that

centers around the use of two functional components
with nanoscale features, including (1) DNA⊂SNPs,
supramolecular nanoparticle (SNP) vectors37�43 for en-
capsulation of plasmid DNA, and (2) Ad-SiNWS, ada-
mantane (Ad)-grafted silicon nanowire substrates44,45

that can mediate the transduction of DNA⊂SNPs
from surrounding solution/medium into cells that settle
onAd-SiNWS. Figure 1a illustrates theworkingmechan-
ism of this nanosubstrate-mediated delivery (NSMD)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the unique mechanism governing the nanosubstrate-mediated delivery (NSMD)
approach for both in vivo and in vitro settings. (b) Themultivalentmolecular recognition between the Admotifs on Ad-SiNWS
and the β-cyclodextrin (CD) motifs on the surfaces of SNPs leads to dynamic assembly and local enrichment of SNPs onto Ad-
SiNWS. The Ad/CD recognition system is also responsible for the supramolecular assembly of DNA⊂SNPs from the three
molecular building blocks (i.e., CD-PEI, Ad-PAMAM, and Ad-PEG) and plasmid DNA.
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platform for both in vitro and in vivo settings. Multi-
valent molecular recognition between the Ad motifs
on Ad-SiNWS and the CD motifs on the surfaces of
DNA⊂SNPs leads to dynamic assembly and local en-
richment of DNA⊂SNPs from the surrounding solution/
medium onto Ad-SiNWS. Subsequently, once cells set-
tle on the substrate, DNA⊂SNPs enriched on Ad-SiNWS
can be introduced through the cell membranes via

intimate contact35,36,46 with the individual nanowires
on Ad-SiNWS. After the dynamic dissociation37,39 of
DNA⊂SNPs (a reverse process of their initial dynamic
assembly onto Ad-SiNWS) into the cytoplasm, highly
efficient delivery of exogenous genes can be achieved.
In contrast to the conventional substrate-mediated
delivery platform, the unique mechanism of our NSMD
approach allows for the repeated use of Ad-SiNWS for
multiple rounds of delivery. Consequently, sequential
delivery of multiple batches of exogenous genes can
be accomplished by sequential additions of the corre-
sponding DNA⊂SNPs, thus sustaining a steady supply
of exogenous genes over the duration of the desired
biological process.
Unlike other artificial delivery vectors, DNA⊂SNPs

can be prepared by a convenient, flexible, andmodular
self-assembled synthetic approach from a collec-
tion of molecular building blocks [i.e., cyclodextrin
(CD)-grafted branched polyethylenimine (CD-PEI),
adamantane-grafted polyamidoamine dendrimer
(Ad-PAMAM), and Ad-grafted poly(ethylene glycol)
(Ad-PEG), as well as plasmid DNA] via a multivalent
molecular recognition between Ad and CD motifs.36

This self-assembled synthetic strategy enables control
over the sizes, surface chemistry, and payloads of SNP
vectors for a wide range of diagnostic and therapeutic
applications such as positron emission tomography
(PET) imaging,37 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),43

photothermal treatment,38 on-demand release of a
drugs,47 and highly efficient delivery of genes,40,48,49

transcription factors,50 and drug-polymer conjugates.42

As for DNA-encapsulated SNPs (DNA⊂SNPs), Figure 1b
illustrates the mechanism of the supramolecular
synthetic strategy.37�43 CD-PEI and Ad-PAMAM first
self-assemble via the cooperation of Ad/CD recogni-
tion motifs into cationic hydrogel networks that can
encapsulate DNA plasmids, thus creating the cores of
SNPs.39,40 The ligand module (Ad-PEG) then acts as a
capping/solvation reagent that constrains continuous
growth of the DNA-encapsulated hydrogel networks
and simultaneously confers desired solubility, structural
stability, and stealth (in circulatory system) to the
resulting DNA⊂SNPs with controllable sizes of ca.
100 nm. Again, upon exposure of DNA⊂SNPs to Ad-
SiNWS, the multivalent Ad/CD molecular recognition
(Figures 1b and S2) induces local enrichment of
DNA⊂SNPs onto Ad-SiNWS via dynamic exchange39,40

and results in the highly efficient delivery of exogenous
genes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the
Ad-SiNWS, which were prepared from wet-etching

followed by covalent functionalization of Ad, showed

that the diameters and lengths of Ad-SiNWS are ca.

100�200 nm and 15�20 μm, respectively (Figure 2a

and b). The molecular mechanism that drives the local

enrichment of DNA⊂SNPs from the solution onto

Ad-SiNWS is unambiguously verified by SEM images

of Ad-SiNWS and enhanced green fluorescent protein

(EGFP) plasmid-encapsulated SNPs34,35 (pEGFP⊂SNPs)-

grafted Ad-SiNWS (Figure 2c and d). The narrow size

distribution (106 ( 5 nm) of the immobilized

pEGFP⊂SNPs (characterized by SEM) agrees with that

observed by dynamic light scattering (DLS, inset in

Figure 2d) measurements. Further, Ad-SiNWS and

pEGFP⊂SNPs-grafted Ad-SiNWS were released from

the silicon substrates via sonication for transmission

electron microscope (TEM) studies. Their morphology

and sizes (Figure 2e and f) are consistent with those

observed by SEM. The interactions between cells and

Ad-SiNWS were also verified by SEM images (Figure S3,

Supporting Information). Regardless of cell type, every

cell successfully interacts on Ad-SiNWS as a result

of gravitation and Brownian motion. In addition, no

detectable difference in terms of cell morphologies was

found before or after DNA⊂SNP treatment.

Figure 2. (a and b) SEM images of the Ad-SiNWS, which
were prepared from wet-etching followed by covalent
functionalization of Ad. The diameters and lengths of Ad-
SiNWS are ca. 100�200 nm and 15�20 μm, respectively. (c
and d) Upon exposure of 100 nm pEGFP⊂SNPs in the
solution/medium to Ad-SiNWS, the resulting pEGFP⊂SNPs-
grafted Ad-SiNWS were examined by SEM. The narrow size
distribution (106 ( 5 nm) of pEGFP⊂SNPs on Ad-SiNWS
agrees with that observed by DLS measurements (inset d).
(e and f) Free Ad-SiNWS and pEGFP⊂SNPs-grafted Ad-SiNWS
were released from the substrates, and their morphology
and sizes were further examined by TEM.
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To examine the potency and performance of
the NSMD platform for in vitro gene delivery, dose-
dependent transfection studies were first conducted
on Ad-SiNWS in the presence of pEGFP⊂SNPs34,35

(20�1000 ng of plasmid in 1.0 mL of Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) medium/chamber).
Ad-SiNWS (1 � 2 cm2) were placed in two-well cham-
ber slides (Lab-Tek), where 5 � 104 U87 glioblastoma
cells were introduced into each chamber. Three control
studies were performed in parallel, two of which
used commercially available transfection agents (i.e.,
Lipo-2000 and RGD-jet-PEI), and the third contained
pEGFP⊂SNPs in the absence of Ad-SiNWS. The results
(Figure 3a) indicated that the NSMDplatform exhibited
superb transfection performance (up to 95% transfec-
tion efficiency) even at a low dosage of EGFP plasmid
(e.g., 50 ng/mL), significantly outperforming the two
commercial agents. Subsequently, we conducted time-
dependent transfection studies using pEGFP⊂SNPs
(50 ng plasmid/mL), resulting in an optimal transfec-
tion efficiency (Figure 3b, >10-fold improvement than

the controls) that was achieved 12 h postadministra-
tion of pEGFP⊂SNPs. It is noteworthy that the U87 cells
transfected by the NSMD platform expressed GFP sig-
nals an average of 4.3 to 7.2 times stronger (Figure S4,
Supporting Information) than those observed for
U87 cells treated by Lipo-2000, RGD-jet-PEI, and
pEGFP⊂SNPs alone. To test the general applicability
of the NSMD platform, an array of mammalian cells
(Figure 3c) was introduced onto the Ad-SiNWS in the
presence of pEGFP⊂SNPs (50 ng plasmid/mL). The
NSMD platform exhibited 70�98% transfection effi-
ciencies among these mammalian cells, which is sig-
nificantly higher than those observed for a Lipo-2000-
based delivery system. Generally speaking, themajority
of artificial gene delivery systemswork well in adherent
cell lines, yet challenges remain to reproduce the
same performance for suspension and primary cells.
As shown in Figure 3c, the NSMD platform exhibits
similar performance for transfecting adherent cell lines,
suspension cells, and a wide range of primary cells.
To explore the feasibility of recycling Ad-SiNWS for

Figure 3. (a) Dose-dependent transfection studies of NSMD platform and three control studies (i.e., Lipo-2000, RGD-jet-PEI,
and pEGFP⊂SNPs in the absence of Ad-SiNWS) with U87 cells were performed in parallel. (b) Time-dependent transfection
studies with U87 cells in the presence of pEGFP⊂SNPs (50 ng plasmid/mL); maximum transfection was achieved 12 h
postadministration of pEGFP⊂SNPs. (c) A diversity ofmammalian cells, including adherent cells (i.e., HeLa, NIH3T3,MCF7, and
HEK293), suspension cells (i.e., BC-1, Ramos, and Jurkat), and primary cells (i.e., BJ, HDF, J1, MEF, and hNSC), were introduced
onto the NSMD platform in the presence of pEGFP⊂SNPs (50 ng plasmid/mL). NSMD exhibited 70�98% transfection
efficiency among different mammalian cells, significantly higher than those observed for a Lipo-2000-based delivery system
at similar experimental conditions. (d) A single batch of U87 cells on Ad-SiNWS were sequentially treated by three different
SNP vectorswith encapsulatedDNAplasmids (specifically encoding EGFP,mCherry, and E2-Crimson: 50 ngplasmid/mL) at 12,
24, and 36 h post cell settlement. (e) Micrographs show that each individual gene can be effectively delivered into and then
expressed by the cells with superb transfection performance.
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multiple rounds of delivery, we repeatedly used the
same Ad-SiNWS in more than 10 cycles of transfection
studies without observing compromised delivery per-
formance (Figure S5 in the Supporting Information).
Finally, we examined continuous andmultiround deliv-
ery of three different plasmids into the same batch of
cells, which were immobilized on the same Ad-SiNWS.
Three different DNA⊂SNPs (specifically encoding EGFP,
mCherry, and E2-Crimson; 50 ng plasmid/mL) were
introduced stepwise into culture medium at 12, 24,
and 36 h post cell settlement onto Ad-SiNWS. Each new
batch of DNA⊂SNPs competed with the remaining
DNA⊂SNPs on the Ad-SiNWS via a dynamic assem-
bly/exchange process, allowing the successive delivery
of three genes. Individual genes were effectively deliv-
ered into and then expressed by the target cells (U87)
without compromising sequential transfection perfor-
mances. As shown in Figures 3d,e and S6, the U87 cell
appears green, cherry, and red,which correspond to the
highly efficient (>80%) expression of EGFP, mCherry,
and E2-Crimson, respectively.
To examine how individual features of Ad-SiNWS

contribute to the transfection performance of the
NSMD platform, three control studies were conducted
using flat Si chips (Siflat, Figure 4a), Ad-coated Si
(Ad-Siflat, Figure 4b) chips, and SiNWS without Ad coat-
ing (SiNW, Figure 4c). These experiments were then
examined with Ad-SiNWS (Ad-SiNW, Figure 4d) in the
presence of pGFP-loaded SNPs (50 ng plasmid/mL).
The fluorescence microscopy images of U87 cells,
shown in Figure 4, suggest that both the Ad recognition
motif and SiNWS play indispensable roles in achieving

enhanced delivery performance. The results of time-
dependent Cy5-labeled DNA⊂SNPs taken up by U87
cells on these different silicon substrates also confirmed
this conclusion (Figures S7, S8, and S9, Supporting
Information). Two possible mechanisms (penetration35,36

vs nonpenetration46) have been proposed in the cur-
rent literature about how nanostructured substrates
mediate the delivery of the predeposited payloads.
According to our current experimental data, neither
one can be ruled out. To examine the toxicity of the
NSMD platform, the MTT assay was conducted and
indicated that the NSMD-based gene delivery platform
exhibited negligible disruption to cell viability (see
Figure S10 in the Supporting Information).
To further test the application potential and perfor-

mance of the NSMD platform for in vivo gene delivery,
the Ad-SiNWS were subcutaneously transplanted into
one side of the mouse body (opposite side with no
Ad-SiNWS transplanted was used as control) followed
by local injection of pGL3 luciferase reporter vectors-
encapsulated SNPs (pGL3⊂SNPs, 200 ng plasmid/site)
2 weeks later (to allow in vivo integration). The

Figure 4. Side-by-side comparison of the transfection stud-
ies observed for four categories of substrates including (a)
Siflat, (b) Ad-Siflat, (c) SiNWS without Ad coating, and (d) Ad-
SiNWS. The nucleus of U87 cells is dyed with DAPI (blue),
and expressed GFP is recognized as the green color. As
shown in the micrograph images, both the Ad recognition
motif and SiNWS play indispensable roles in achieving the
enhanced transfection performance of the NSMD platform.

Figure 5. (a) NSMDapproach for in vivodelivery of luciferase-
encoded plasmid. Optical imaging of luciferase expression
was performed in a mouse treated with the in vivo NSMD
platform in the presence of luciferase reporter plasmid-
encapsulated SNPs (pGL3⊂SNPs; 200 ng/site) at designated
time points. The in vivo NSMD study exhibited high expres-
sion of pGL3, and a maximum luciferase signal was achieved
48 h postadministration of pGL3⊂SNPs. (b) Continuous
monitoring of the luciferase expression in in vivo NSMD-
treated mice along with control studies (w/o Ad-SiNWS). The
luciferase levels in the NSMD study were significantly higher
than those of the control group and peaked at 48 h post-
administration of pGL3⊂SNPs.
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expressed luciferase was detected at designated times
using optical imaging, and the results presented in
Figures 5 and S11 show that no significant biolumines-
cence signals were found at the site without Ad-SiNW
(control) or the site with Ad-Siflat, while the Ad-SiNWS
sites displayed high bioluminescence intensity levels
after 1 dayof thepGL3⊂SNPadministration. The signals
reached their peak by the second day, then steadily
declined and eventually reached a natural background
level by the ninth day. These results suggest that the
subcutaneously transplanted Ad-SiNWS also have the
potential to improve the in vivo transfection efficiency
of exogenous genes encapsulated in SNPs.
In order to clarify the details of in vivo Ad-SiNWS-

mediated DNA⊂SNPs transfection, another group
of mice treated with Ad-SiNWS and pEGFP⊂SNPs
as mentioned above was sacrificed 2 days after
pEGFP⊂SNP administration. Subsequently, the Ad-
SiNWS and the skin on top of the Ad-SiNWS were
collected for immunostaining and microscopy assay.
The fluorescence microscopy images showed that a
largenumber of cells,mostly composedof CD45-positive
cells,51 assembled onto the Ad-SiNWS (Figure 6). This
may be due to the Ad-SiNWS, a foreign substance,
activating the host's immune system and then recruiting
the immunecells onto their surfaces.Whenadministered,

the pEGFP⊂SNPs dynamically assembled and locally
enriched onto theAd-SiNWS,while being protected from
lymphatic return.52 Aswepredicted, the cells recruitedon
Ad-SiNWS were efficiently transfected with pEGFP and
showed high GFP fluorescence signals (Figure 6). Mean-
while, no significant fluorescence was detected on the
skin tissue above the Ad-SiNWS, suggesting that the skin
cells on top of Ad-SiNWS were not transfected with
pEGFP in the process of in vivo NSMD of pEGFP
(Figure 6). Transfecting immune cells with the NSMD
platform might open up additional research opportu-
nities in vaccination and immunotherapy in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have developed an Ad-SiNWS and
DNA⊂SNPs based nanosubstrate-mediated delivery
platform capable of introducing exogenous genes
into an array of mammalian cells with profound per-
formance including high transduction efficiency,
low toxicity, wide cell-type adaptability, capability of
sequential delivery that sustains a steady supply of
genes, and in vivo availability. We believe that this
platform will provide a superior system for in vitro and
in vivo gene delivery and can be further used for gene
therapy applications such as DNA vaccination, cell
reprogramming, RNA interference, and many more.

METHODS SECTION

Materials. Reagents and solvents were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and were used as received
without further purification unless otherwise noted. Silicon
wafers ((100) oriented, p-type, resistivity of ca. 10�20 Ωcm)
were obtained from Silicon Quest Int. Two-well Lab-Tek
chamber slides were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific.

Branched polyethylenimine (MW = 10 kDa) was purchased
from Polysciences Inc. (Washington, PA, USA). Polymers
contain primary, secondary, and tertiary amine groups in ap-
proximately a 25/50/25 ratio. First-generation polyamidoamine
dendrimer (PAMAM) with 1,4-diaminobutane core and amine
terminals in a 20 wt % methanol solution was purchased from
Dendritic Nanotechnologies, Inc. (Mount Pleasant, MI, USA).

Figure 6. Ex vivo fluorescence imaging of cells located on the Ad-SiNWS and skin tissue on top of the Ad-SiNWS after in vivo
NSMD of pEGFP. The micrographs indicated that the immune cells (CD45 positive) were recruited onto the Ad-SiNWS and
were transfectedwith pEGFP⊂SNPs. The cells on the skin tissue section, however, showed no significant fluorescence signals,
suggesting that the skin cells on top of Ad-SiNWS were not transfected with pEGFP in the process of the in vivo NSMD study.
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1-Adamantane hydrochloride and β-cyclodextrin were pur-
chased from TCI America (San Francisco, CA, USA). Phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS, 1�, pH 7.2 ( 0.05) was used for sample
preparation. 6-Monotosyl-β-cyclodextrin (6-OTs-β-CD) was pre-
pared following the literature-recommended method.53 Octa-
Ad-grafted polyamidoamine dendrimer, CD-grafted branched
polyethylenimine, and Ad-grafted poly(ethylene glycol) were
prepared by the same methods reported previously.32 Dry
CH2Cl2 was obtained by refluxing over CaH2 and freshly distilled
before use. NIH 3T3 (mouse embryonic fibroblast cell line),
U87 (human brain glioblastoma cell line), HeLa (human cervix
epithelial carcinoma cells), MCF7 (humanbreast adenocarcinoma
cells), HEK293 (human embryonic kidney cells), BC-1 (lymphoma
cells), Ramos (human Burkitt's lymphoma cells), and Jurkat
(human T cell lymphoblast-like cells) were purchased from
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). The Dulbecco's mod-
ified Eagle's medium, Earl's modified Eagle's medium growth
medium, and penicillin/streptomycin were obtained from Invi-
trogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). Fetal bovine serum and EGFP-
encoded plasmid (pMAX EGFP, 4.3 kb) were obtained from Lonza
Walkerrsville Inc. (Walkerrsville, MD, USA). mCherry-encoded
plasmid (4.7 kb) and E2-Crimson-encoded plasmid (4.6 kb) were
purchased from Clontech Laboratories Inc. (Mountain View, CA,
USA). Cy5TMmonofunctional dye (Cy5-NHS)was purchased from
GE Healthcare. pGL3-control plasmid encoding firefly luciferase,
D-luciferin, and CellTitra Blue cell viability kit were purchased from
Promega Corporation (Madison, WI, USA). BALB/c nude mice
were purchased from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA).
Purified mouse anti-CD45 was obtained from BD Biosciences
(San Jose, CA, USA). Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti-mouse IgG was
purchased from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA, USA).

Preparation of Adamantane-Grafted Silicon Nanowire Substrates (Ad-
SiNWS). We fabricated SiNWS via a wet chemical etching pro-
cess. First, the surface of the silicon substrate was made hydro-
philic according to the following procedure: the silicon wafer
was ultrasonicated in acetone and ethanol at room temperature
for 10 and 5 min, respectively, to remove contamination from
organic grease. Then, thedegreased silicon substratewasheated
in boiling piranha solution (4:1 (v/v) H2SO4/H2O2) and RCA
solution (1:1:5 (v/v/v) NH3/H2O2/H2O) each for 1 h. Subsequently,
the silicon substrate was rinsed several times with deionized
water. Then, the clean silicon substrate was used in a wet
chemical etching process. An etching mixture consisting of
deionized water, 4.6 M HF, and 0.2 M silver nitrate was used at
room temperature. The etching duration was dependent upon
the required length of thenanowires. After etching, the substrate
was immersed in boiling aqua regia (3:1 (v/v) HCl/HNO3) for
15min to remove the silver film. Finally, the substrate was rinsed
with DI water and dried under nitrogen and was then ready
for surfacemodification. The surface modifications of the SiNWS
and Siflat were processed with 4% (v/v) 3-aminopropyl trimeth-
oxysilane in ethanol at room temperature for 45 min. Then, the
Siflat and SiNWSwere treated with the 1-adamantane isocyanate
(1.0mM) inDMSO for 30min. Themodified Siflat and SiNWSwere
then washed with DMSO twice to remove excess 1-adamantane
isocyanate. The substrates were rinsed with DI water three times
and stored at 4�8 �C before cell seeding.

Treatment of Cells with DNA⊂SNPs Using NSMD Platform. Synthesis
of Plasmid DNA-Encapsulated Supramolecular Nanoparticles
(DNA⊂SNPs). A self-assembly procedure was employed to
achieve the plasmidDNA-encapsulated supramolecular nanopar-
ticles (DNA⊂SNPs). A 2.0 μL amount of DMSO solution containing
Ad-PAMAM (3.96 μg) was added into a 600 μL PBS mixture with
DNA, Ad-PEG (10.56 μg), and CD-PEI (9.0 μg) under vigorous
stirring. The mixture was kept at 4 �C for 30 min, yielding the
pEGFP⊂SNPs with a size of 106 ( 5 nm.

Experimental Procedure of Cell Treatment with DNA⊂SNPs
Using NSMD Platform. A total of 5 � 104 target cells were
introduced into each well of a two-well chamber slide (Lab-Tek),
in which a 1� 2 cm2 Ad-SiNWS was placed in the bottom of the
chamber. After the cells fully attached onto Ad-SiNWS (for 12 h),
the chambers were washed with PBS and refilled with fresh cell
culture medium (DMEM). Then, different quantities of 100 nm
DNA⊂SNPs (containing 20 ng to 1 μg of plasmid DNA) were
introduced into individual chambers and co-incubated with

attached cells for the designated time. After the chamber was
washed with PBS, the cells were immediately fixed with 2% PFA
and stained with DAPI. Transfection performances of individual
conditions were quantified using microscopy-based image
cytometry.

Characterization Methods and Settings. Dynamic Light Scattering.
DLS experiments were performed with a Zetasizer Nano instru-
ment (Malvern Instruments Ltd., United Kingdom) equipped
with a 10 mW helium�neon laser (λ = 632.8 nm) and a thermo-
electric temperature controller. Measurements were taken at a
90� scattering angle. The hydrodynamic size of the DNA⊂SNPs
was measured by using DLS. The sizes and the standard deriva-
tions were obtained by averaging the values of three or more
measurements.

Transmission Electron Microscopy. The morphology and
sizes of Ad-SiNWS and DNA⊂SNP-enriched Ad-SiNWS were
examined using a transmission electron microscope. The stud-
ies were carried out on a Philips CM 120 electron microscope,
operating at an acceleration voltage of 120 kV. The TEM samples
were prepared by drop-coating 2 μL of sample suspension
solutions onto carbon-coated copper grids. Excess amounts of
solution were removed by filter papers after 45 s. Subsequently,
the samples were negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate for
45 s before TEM studies.

Fluorescent Microscopy, Imaging Processing, and Data Anal-
ysis. The Ad-SiNWS chip was mounted onto a Nikon TE2000S
inverted fluorescent microscope with a CCD camera (QImaging,
Retiga 4000R), X-Cite 120 Mercury lamp, automatic stage,
and filters for five fluorescent channels (W1: 325�375 nm,
W2: 465�495 nm, W3: 570�590 nm, W4: 590�650 nm, and
W5: 650�900 nm). Following image acquisition, MetaMorph
(Molecular Devices, version 7.5.6.0) was used to quantify the
cells' EGFP expression and their mCherry and Cy5 fluorescence
intensity. The multiwavelength cell scoring module of the
Metamorph software allows for image analysis. A cell-counting
application in the module allowed us to calculate the total
number of cells. In order to determine the gene transfection
efficiency, the EGFP-expressed cells were counted with the
same exposure time (0.2 s) by the MetaMorph program, which
distinguishes the transfected cells from the nontransfected
cells. The background of each image is selected with the spot
without cells, and then its intensity is compared to the spot
with cells. The autofluorescence signals in nontransfected
cells are also quantified using the aforementioned protocol.
Cells with an EGFP fluorescence intensity 4 times higher than
the background are recognized as transfected cells (Figure S1).
The gene transfection efficiency was defined as the EGFP-
expressed cell number divided by the total cell number.

In Vivo NSMD of Plasmid DNA Encapsulated in Supramolecular Nano-
particles. Six- to 8-week-old female BALB/c nude mice were
purchased from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). All
animal manipulations were performed with sterile technique
andwere approved by the University of California at Los Angeles
Animal Research Committee. After the mice were anesthetized
with 2% isoflurane in a heated (30 �C) induction chamber, the
Ad-SiNWS were subcutaneously transplanted into one side of
the mouse's body. The symmetrically opposite side with no
Ad-SiNWS transplanted was used as a control. Two weeks after
Ad-SiNWS transplantation, pGL3⊂SNPs (200 ng pGL3/site) were
administered via local subcutaneous injection. The luciferase
expressed in the mice was then measured using in vivo
optical imaging at designated time points. After the mice were
anesthetized, 2 mg of D-luciferin in 200 μL of PBS solution was
administered into the mice by tail vein injection, and then
bioluminescence imaging was acquired approximately 10 min
after luciferin administration on an IVIS Lumina II optical system
(Caliper Life Science, MA, USA).

Ex Vivo Fluorescence Imaging of Cells and Skin Tissues Located on Ad-
SiNWS after in Vivo NSMD of pEGFP. Another group of mice, treated
the same as described above in the in vivo study, was sacrificed
2 days after pEGFP⊂SNP administration. The Ad-SiNWS and the
skin on top of the Ad-SiNWS were subsequently collected for
immunostaining and microscopy assay. Cells on Ad-SiNWS
were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and blocked with 5%
BSA before incubation with the mouse anti-CD45 (1:200) at
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room temperature for 2 h. Subsequently, cells were incubated
with Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti-mouse IgG (1:1000) for 1 h at
room temperature. Nuclei were stained with 4,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI) for 10min. Cells were then examined using
a TE2000S inverted fluorescent microscope (Nikon, Japan). The
GFP fluorescence on skin sections was assayed using fluores-
cent microscopy after DAPI staining.
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